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LU-28 DISTRICT DISTRICT BOUNDARY AMENDMENT AND CHANGE IN ZONING
FOR MIKI BASIN HEAVY INDUSTRIAL AREA (LANAI) (C.C. No. 09-293)

CHAIR CARROLL: . . (gavel) . . . Land Use Committee Meeting of October 31, 2012 is now in
session. I'm Councilmember Bob Carroll, Chair of the Land Use Committee. And please first of
all request anybody that has anything that makes noise to turn it off. With us this morning we
have Mike White, Vice-Chair of the Committee.
VICE-CHAIR WHITE: Hello, Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Good afternoon.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Aloha, Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Hokama, Ms. Baisa and Council Chair Mateo. Excused at this time are
Ms. Cochran and Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: He said you. Yeah, he said you...
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Mateo, Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, Mateo two times...
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Pontanilla. ...(laughter)...
COUNCIL MEMBERS: ...(laughter)...
CHAIR CARROLL: Some of us are more invisible than others. Alright, Members...
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Twins.
CHAIR CARROLL: We also have with us Department of Corporation Counsel, Mr. James Giroux;
Gina Flammer for Department of Planning; Will Spence, our Planning Director; and Pam Pogue,
Deputy Director of Water Supply.. .Department of Water Supply. The applicant Lanai Resorts;
Ralph Masuda, Vice President; Munekiyo Hiraga, Inc., Mich Hirono; and Lanai Water Company,
Inc. Joe Stubbart, Director of Utilities. Committee Staff we have Kirstin Hamman, Legislative
Attorney and Pauline Martins, Committee Secretary. Today we have one single item on our
agenda, LU-28 District Boundary Amendment and Change in Zoning for Mild Basin Heavy
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Industrial Area (Lanai). We will now accept public testimony. Do we have anyone signed up for
public testimony?
MS. HAMMAN: Mr. Chair, nobody signed up to testify.
CHAIR CARROLL: Is there anyone wishing to give public testimony, come forward at this time.
Seeing none, if there's no objection, we'll close public testimony.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objection.
CHAIR CARROLL: Public testimony is now closed. Members, this matter was referred to the
Council's Land Use Committee on October 16, 2009, via County Communication 09-293 the
Planning Director transmitted documents relating to a request from Castle & Cooke Resorts,
LLC, for District Boundary Amendment from Agricultural to Urban and a Change of Zoning
from Agricultural District to M-2 Heavy Industrial District, to add approximately 6 acres to an
industrial area to the existing 14-acre Miki Basin Heavy Industrial Area, Lanai, Hawaii
TMK: (2)4-9-002:001. Lanai Planning Commission did not make a recommendation on the
matter and no proposed bills were transmitted. On February 11, 2010 the Land Use Committee
conducted a site inspection of the property on Lanai to allow the Committee to review the subject
property and the surrounding area. The site inspection also allowed members of the Lanai
community to testify before the Committee on this project. At the request of the Chair of the
Committee, the Department of Corporation Counsel transmitted the following proposed bills to
enable the Council to take such action as it deems appropriate: a propose bill entitled A Bill for
an Ordinance to Amend the State Land Use District Classification from Agricultural to Urban for
Tax Key Map Number (2)4-9-002:001, Lanai, Maui, Hawaii; and a proposed bill entitled A Bill
for an Ordinance to Change Zoning from Agricultural District to M-2 for Heavy Industrial
District (Conditional Zoning) for Tax Map Key Number (2) 4-9-002:001, Lanai, Maui, Hawaii.
A proposed Change in Zoning bill incorporates 12 proposed conditions that were listed on Page
2-3 of the County Communication. As Members are aware in June 2012 the property was sold,
the current property owner is Lanai Resorts, LLC. We'll now have a PowerPoint presentation by
Mich Hirono, and Committee will be in recess for two minutes to prepare the Chamber for the
presentation. Stand in recess. ... (gavel)...
RECESS:

1:47 p.m.

RECONVENE: 1:50 p.m.
CHAIR CARROLL: ...(gavel)... Land Use Committee is now back in session. We'll now turn the
time over to the applicant for the presentation.
. . . BEGIN PRESENTATION . . .
MR. HIRANO: Thank you very much, Chair Carroll. And good afternoon Council members and Staff.
My name is Mich Hirano with Munekiyo & Hiraga and we're a planning, consulting firm
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assisting the applicant, Lanai Resorts with the application before you this afternoon. We
prepared a PowerPoint presentation to provide some information on the project for the
Committee members. The Land Entitlement Application is for a 6.01 acre expansion of Miki
Basin. It's an industrial subdivision and the change would be from Agricultural to Heavy
Industrial. For the District Boundary Amendment it would be Agricultural to Urban and the
Change in Zoning from Agricultural to the M-2 Heavy Industrial District. Just in terms of
background, there were three meetings with the Lanai Planning Commissions in 2009. There
was one in January 2009, March 2009 and July 15, 2009, and then the action application was
then transmitted to the Council. There was a Council Land Use Committee site visit at the Miki
Basin on February 11, 2010. The.. .in June 2012 Lanai Holdings, LLC purchased the property,
they purchased most of Lanai property held by Castle & Cooke Resorts. And then in September
18 th of 2012 there was a name change of the applicant from Castle & Cooke Resorts to Lanai
Resorts, LLC. And with me today are two representatives of Lanai Resorts and the Lanai Water
Company, Ralph Masuda with Lanai Resorts and John Stubbart with the Lanai Water Company.
Terms of the regional location map just to give Council members some orientation, I'm sure that
you all are aware of the area. But this is Manele Harbor ferry into Lana'i from Lahaina. Lanai
City, Kaumalapau Highway, the Lanai Airport and Mild Basin is just off of Kaumalapau
Highway between Lanai City and Lanai Airport, very close to the Lanai Airport. It's a six acre
addition, this is the Mild Road and Kaumalapau Highway is in this area of the screen. It's about
a mile and a bit beyond ...or down Mild Road pass the MECO Power Generation Plant and then
to the right there is the existing 13.96 Heavy Industrial area. And this application concerns a
6.01 acre portion just to the south of the existing Heavy Industrial area. The 20 acre parcel is
community planned Heavy Industrial and the applicant would like to expand the boundaries at
this point to have the full 20 acres within the Heavy Industrial Zoning District. Here's a photo of
the project area, this is Mild Basin heading south, the Mild Road actually heading south. The
MECO Power Plant is to your right. And the Mild Heavy Industrial site is just beyond to the
south. This is a photo looking kind of to the west. This is the Mild Generation Plant and this is
the existing industrial site, the 13.6 acres. And this is another view of the area with the
expansion area off to the left of the screen. In terms of Property Overview, State Land Use
Classification is Agricultural District. The Community Plan Designation for the six acre parcel
is Heavy Industrial. County Zoning is Agricultural. And the land entitlement approval request is
for State Land Use District Boundary Amendment from the Agricultural District to the Urban
District. And the Change in Zoning from the Agricultural District to the M-2 Heavy Industrial
District. In terms of the Conditions of Zoning, there is a existing Condition of Zoning on
the...existing Heavy Industrial parcel that it shall be offered in 50 percent offered in fee simple.
The proposed... condition for the six acre parcel is that 50 percent of the land zoned M-2 Heavy
Industrial shall be offered in...for sale in fee simple. And that has been the recommendation by
the Committee to the Committee Chair in the ordinance... .draft ordinance And this provides an
opportunity for the Lanai residents to purchase Heavy Industrial zoned property. And the
purpose of the Heavy Industrial is to move out the industrial uses that are currently located
within Lanai City. And that is Country Town zoning, they wanted to move those areas out and
put it into an appropriate Heavy Industrial zoned property. Proposed potential breakdown of the
20 acre site is as follows, and first portion would be in fee simple for sale in fee simple. And
potential users could be Hawaiian Telcom, also The Gas Company may be looking for a site.
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There is scrap metal storage yard possible four acre site for that particular use. Miscellaneous
uses also four acres that may be available for Heavy Industrial. For Lanai Resorts which is on
the bottom portion of the table, Lana'i Resorts has a number of operations that are currently
operating in Lanai City and also a trucking service, the Kaumalapau. So the proposed land use
for and use of the Heavy Industrial site for Lanai Resorts would be moving the Lanai Water
Company. There's the Lanai Resorts Fleet, there's the trucking service and also the Lanai
Resorts Laundry Facility service. So those will all be relocated to the Miki Basin Heavy
Industrial area. In terms of the Miki Basin Heavy Industrial, Water Summary, for the six acre
site, the projected demand is based on County standards of 6,000 gallons per day per acre for
Heavy Industrial uses. The six acre expansion would equate to approximately 36,000 gallons per
day. And the source for this use and water is made available through conservation measures of
the Palawai water system. There will be Palawai water system upgrades and through
conservation measures and the Manele Project District. Currently they are savings of a
187,000 gallons per day through system upgrades, and that primarily involved a series of
pressure reducing valves within the Palawai water system and that prevented a lot of leaks. And
this is consistent with the Lanai Water Use and Development Plan that was recently approved by
Council. And that ends our presentation, so thank you very much.

. . . END PRESENTATION . . .
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. We will now stand in a short recess where we put up the screen.
Recess. ...(gavel)...
RECESS:

1:59 p.m.

RECONVENE: 2:01 p.m.
CHAIR CARROLL: ...(gavel)... Land Use Committee meeting will come back to order. Members,
first we'd like to hear from the Department, an overview.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Department?
CHAIR CARROLL: From the Planning Department.
MS. FLAMMER: Good afternoon, Chair Carroll and Council members. I'm Gina Flammer with the
Planning Department. As stated in the presentation, the item before you is a request by the
applicant for a District Boundary Amendment from Ag to Urban and a Change in Zoning from
Ag to M-2 Heavy Industrial. These changes would bring the property into consistency with the
existing community plan designation of Heavy Industrial. The application was filed with the
Department in late 2008. In January, March and July of 2009, the Lanai Planning Commission
held meetings and a site visit. They held the site visit in July of 2009. At their July meeting that
evening, the Planning Commission was informed that they needed to act on the application at
that meeting. At that point, the Commission did not feel that they had, had enough information
to make a decision on the project and therefore they decided to vote to defer the project to this
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body without a recommendation. They did decide to include some proposed conditions. The
Chair of Lanai Planning Commission did ask that the Department let you know that due to the
Department's return flight home that evening, they had to cut the meeting short and they weren't
able to fully complete their deliberations on those proposed conditions. This was then referred to
this Committee here in 2010, and the current Chair...Councilmember Baisa held a site visit on
Lanai in February 2010. After that visit, Council member or Chair Baisa did request some more
information from the applicant at that time, specifically including a compliance status on the
existing adjacent 14 acres that's zoned Heavy Industrial. That information was received in May
of 2010. I do also want to note that as you saw on the presentation the land has been sold to
Lanai Resorts, and I believe that all the legal documents have been updated to reflect that.
Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Now I'd like to hear from Mr. Giroux, Deputy Corporation Counsel.
MR. GIROUX: Thank you, Chair. Corporation Counsel does have some concerns about the conditions
as far as trying to ensure that it comports with the County Code and with the law of zoning as far
as certain issues. When the time comes we'll be happy to discuss those issues.
CHAIR CARROLL: Members. I'll open the floor to discussion at this time. We also have Water
Department over here available to us if anybody has any questions for Water.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Let me start out with Corporation Counsel. What are your
concerns? But we'll start let's start right there and move on.
MR. GIROUX: Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Giroux.
MR. GIROUX: Thank you, Chair. I guess we can start from the top but I guess what I want to do is
preface that.. .the Conditions of Zoning should be.. .for one thing according to the Code
enforceable. And for another thing should be based on rational basis, and the other thing it
should be the exercise of our police powers with...which zoning is encompassed. So with that
being said, I guess I'll start with number one, it says that 50 percent of the land zoned M-2
Heavy Industrial shall be sold in fee simple. If that's something that the company agrees with,
that's fine. It's just that if you look at the other condition that was put on the other property, it
says that 50 percent of the land shall be offered for sale which is a little different than must be
sold. The law of zoning is very concerned about that we don't look at using our police powers
as a form of ownership but as a form of use. And that means that we're looking at the M-2 use
not who's using it. And as far as the other condition being that it would be offered for sale is
fine, that would be a representation made that.. .that is what they intend to do. But to hold that it
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will be sold puts a condition that's a little precarious, because in the future if properties aren't
sold, what is the ramification and what is the Council going to do as far as an enforcement
action? So we would be concerned with that language as far as interfering with alienation of the
property. Number two is a tricky one, multi-layered, but I'll try to piece it apart as far as what
are the issues that we're seeing. First of all, the protection of water resources, the State
Commission on Water Resource Management would be the ultimate source and authority on
protection of water source. We do have a...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, Chairman, Chairman.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I'm sorry to interrupt, maybe Mr. Giroux can tell the Committee
what he's working off from, because my number two is about Lanai Resident Fee Simple Sales
and you talking about Water. So maybe you can tell us which list you working off from,
Mr. Giroux. Then we can kind of follow along.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Isn't it the August 3 rd one.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I have an August 15 th .
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Giroux?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I was working off the August Pone. Same thing. August 18 th •
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. This one is from you to Ms. Baisa, August 18, 2010.
MR. GIROUX: Yeah. Is there a more recent one that.. .those are 2010...hm...couple years ago.
CO'UNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. GIROUX: And that's the Exhibit B.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. GIROUX: Chair, are we clear?
CHAIR CARROLL: Proceed.
MR. GIROUX: So on one level.. .in Section (a) of number 2, it says "consulting with the Department of
Water Supply and the Lanai Water Advisory Committee on projected demand and allocation",
and such. As far as speaking with the Department of Water Supply, they find it difficult for them
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to be the.. .involved in the decision of whether or not the use is going to affect the water source.
On another level, we have a timing issue with the Lanai Water Advisory Committee being a
consulting body. Being that as we speak, there is an ordinance creating the Lanai Water
Advisory Committee that would basically be stating what those.. .what its authority would be as
far its role in the County and what kind of duties we would be expecting from that body. So we
need to make that clear because as written now it's not very clear on what body we're talking
about as far as the Lanai Water Advisory Committee. There is one that was produced or created
through resolution that is presently in existence. And then there will be one possibly in the future
with the same name but created by ordinance. So a certain amount of clarity needs to be brought
to that condition. Another concern is that this condition covers 20 acres of land whereas.. .right
now this application is for the use of additional six acres. And the condition should be covering
the impact of this land use of the application. So those are some of the concerns we have as far
as condition number two. If you skip to condition number 10 and 11, number 10 specifies that
the 10 inch waterline serving the Palawai Basin Water System shall be replaced to the
satisfaction of DWS. This is...something that would be taken care of during a subdivision
review. As far as the size of the waterline, by mandating it through zoning, I think there is a
possibility of causing some difficulties in processing permits if that's not the standard that's
required by subdivision. We'd like to create consistency within our laws, we'd like to allow the
processes which are in place to take care of that without having to cause remands to the Council
in order to do housekeeping matters. So that's one issue that we have with that condition.
Number 11 is also regulated by the State as far as what type of materials are to be used when
creating water systems. So that's another layer that we don't want to have the Planning
Department become the policing agency of agencies that are already in place to take care of these
types of requirements for protection of health and property. Chair, so those are our concerns that
we wanted to at least bring to the table for discussion. That's all we have for now.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well... and I'm glad that you brought all the concerns. Then what
would you suggest because if.. .for example if number one wasn't fulfilled, could we then just
dovvnzone the property? Would that be an option? Do we have to put that kind of options
in...do we have to spell out everything we're going to do or what do you say, Mr. Giroux?
MR. GIROUX: Well, again it's something that we have to look at as far as.. .not only enforceability but
is it a condition for the...that is an exercise of your police powers. Meaning that is.. .does that
condition further the zoning powers that its given in order to make those conditions? 'Cause it
has to be a rational basis. To make that connection of having to sell 50 percent of your land in
order to get zoning, I don't think there's been that discussion as far as what makes that part of
our zoning powers. With every applicant who would come in, would we ask them to give up half
their property or half their...in order to get the zoning in order to do their business? Like I
said, I'm throwing this out there for conversation because -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. No, no.
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MR. GIROUX: -- as far Corporation Counsel sees it we have a hard time justifying it. But if the body
has a reason that we haven't heard then we're open to hear it. But again, we have to use this
structure of our zoning laws and carefully look at are we exercising in these conditions our police
powers properly.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. So that's what your concern with is the ability to enforce
these conditions and how they would be enforced. Since some of them, like you're saying, it'd
be out our realm. It would be under Water Commission and other entities that we don't have any
control on.. .control of, I should say.
MR. GIROUX: Well...yeah...I mean the laws are in place to take care of those.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, sure.
MR. GIROUX: I mean.. .1 don't think we in our zoning conditions want to be setting Building Code
standards, subdivision standards, water pipe standards. We have agencies to do that and if it is
something that the.. .this body wants to do, it can fully do that by changing those regulations in
order so that it's applied rationally. And so that we know that it's going to be a Countywide
standard not just a standard created for one project.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. I'll yield and let other Members ask questions, 'cause
there's more questions and the more he talks, the more questions come to my mind. So
...(laughter)... so I'll just... I'll yield to others, let's some others ask questions and then I'll... I'm
not satisfied, I'll ask those other questions, Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Mr. Pontanilla followed by Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. So, Mr. Giroux, you mentioned about the 13 acres
and the wording part of the condition was that...to be offered, to be offered. So if that condition
on the 13 acres in this case here was similar, then we would go?
MR. GIROUX: I would have a higher level of comfortability because then there is a definite ability for
the applicant to comply. Being said that it's sold and then when we look at our laws of zoning
that some of these conditions should be done within five years and such. It really puts the
County in a precarious position because there's going to be an appearance that they're not
conforming to the conditions. And then...then what? Then are we going to be downzoning or
are we going to be giving notices of violations and fines? How is the County going to then
progress through its police actions to enforce that?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay. Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Hokama?
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Chairman. Well we've done...Council has done
downzoning in the past so does.. .1 don't foresee us not being able to do it in the future. But
thank you for your comments, Corporation Counsel. But the question is how bad do they want
their zoning? This is Lanai, it's not Maui, we've got unique land ownership issues, we got
unique community issues and I've lived it for 60 years. So I can tell you that I can understand
and appreciate why our Planning Commission has proposed certain type of conditions and
languages that fit the Lanai situation. I would agree, I don't...normally it doesn't fit to some of
the majority of the Maui applications. So let me ask this, on the original approval of the 14
acres, have they fully complied with all conditions of that zoning?
MS. FLAMMER: Urn... Chair?
CHAIR CARROLL: Yes, proceed.
MS. FLAMMER: Okay, I'm Gina Flammer with the Department. In Chair Baisa's request for
information in May of.. .or in March of 2010 after the site visit, she did ask that the applicant
provide a comply...a current compliance status, which you'll find in your letter from
May 14, 2010 from the applicant. In there they go through each condition and state where they
are compliant or...where they are with their compliance with each of those conditions. As you
read through, they explain when they are not in compliance why that is.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So what is the status as of 2012, October 31 st ?
MR. SPENCE: Thank you. Mr. Chairman. Another applicant representative is here, perhaps that's
better asked of them.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Wouldn't that have been part this update information for the
Committee normally, Director?
MR. SPENCE: Well it is a separate parcel from what's being considered right now. But I understand
the relevancy.. .again we didn't do.. .we didn't bring the material for that particular project.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. SPENCE: I can't tell you.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Because for this Committee to reasonably review this request, I think
it's reasonable that the Committee know what happened to the Council's previous with
this, the abutting property. Because there's similar issues...were some conditions, so if you
telling us today they have fulfilled all of their conditions within a timely and are in full
compliance then I can appreciate a consideration about how one of you....the proposed
conditions for this application. 'Cause I'm not going give.. .keep giving support to approvals
and always the County's conditions never get complied with.
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MR. SPENCE: Mr. Chairman, again, I've.. .we have the information.. .this information dated May of
2010, I understand that that's several years old. The applicant's representative is here...they're
going to...be able to provide you much more up-to-date information as of where things sit today
than the Department would be able to provide.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. So before we deal with Mr. Hirano, the Department has not
received any additional compliance updates as of 2010?
MR. SPENCE: Not that I'm aware of.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: They're required for at least an annual update?
MR. SPENCE: I don't believe.., is that one there?
MS. FLAMMER: No.
MR. SPENCE: That's not one of their conditions that they provide an annual update.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Let me ask you this then, Director, since we still
on the planning components, yeah. One of my concerns about this application is that comment
that my...our commissioners brought up that because the Department had to leave they couldn't
finish their job. And that kind of...I mean I understand there's a cost impact to the County.
However, when you go to our sister districts, I would rather we finished a job and let the
commissions finish their job than get a recommendation of no recommendation because we
couldn't finish our job. That's the purpose why the Charter created those commissions is to do
their job and give Council a recommendation. Yes, support it with conditions.. .no, don't support
it with any conditions. And our Commission I can tell you did a what I thought was vetting this
out very well. And today I'm taking a lot of heat because this meeting is not on Lanai. And I
can tell you that for me.. .why I.. .later on I'm going to make my.. .the recommendations I'll be
making is because Lanai Resorts for five months since they took over ownership has yet to talk
to our community. Not one bloody community meeting. So why are we taking up this item on
Maui away from our community that has yet to hear anything about what this new entity is trying
to do for Lanai and how this fits in their overall direction? So I hope you can appreciate some of
my frustration and disappointment in how we're going about this.. .this afternoon. 'Cause I get
the calls, I get the complaints, I get my ears every time I go home grumbling about what is the
company doing. I have no idea, all I know is.. .if they don't follow process, in violation of
permit applications, then maybe you should issue stop work orders. So if that's how this entity
wants to operate, so be it, deal with the consequences. But I expect at least communication with
the community and expect our departments and our committees to help in the communication of
whatever Ellison and his group would like to do. So maybe we can move to Water since it is a
big issue for me in the presentation. So Planning Department, since Mr. Taylor and his people
cannot speak up for Water, what can you tell this Committee today about the Water projections,
the so-called source on Page 12 of their presentation, and how solid is this.. .for this Committee
to take as reliable information to make a land use decision?
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CHAIR CARROLL: Ms. Flammer... or Mr. Spence.
MR, SPENCE: Mr. Hokama you're referring to the...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: The handout.
MR. SPENCE: Okay. The handout that was...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Six thousand gallons per day, 36 gallons for the six acre, 187,000
gallons per day saved, those information. Can you give us any comment this afternoon, Director
Spence?
MR. SPENCE: No, I really can't give you any comments. This Change in Zoning existed long before
the application existed, any number of years ago. There are comment letters and the.. .that's the
staff report.. .in the staff report Exhibit 9 on projected use.. .those kind of things I trusted those
numbers are accurate, I have no reason to believe that they're not.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I could take the opposite position and say it's not easy for me to
believe these numbers either.
MR. SPENCE: Okay. I think that's fair. We're going by what is been reported to us by different
agencies and as we've discussed that the.. .this is a private water system. The proper regulatory
agency for this system is the Commission on Water Resources Management.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Stating that...Chairman, did we receive any information from Public
Utilities Commission, Commission on State Water Resources, Department of Health on this
issue.. .this application? 'Cause if it's not our Department of Water Supply.
CHAIR CARROLL: I do not recall seeing a.. .no. I do not recall seeing any communication from them.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: It's hard for us to verify their statements about Water and for me. If
our Department doesn't want to give comment and they have their reasons why then I'm not
going to defend and go before my community and say well we went because and we had no
verification from any governmental entity to ensure that what is stated was factual. In the past,
Dole, the community understood what was happening with Dole 'cause Dole was very open.
Our community knew who did the water testing, everything, and everybody pretty much knew
the status of the wells. Well the names have changed, the companies have changed, but you
cannot fool the Lanai people. They still doing the wells, they still understand the more
traditional drilling the the communities make. They know the status of certain wells, why we
have to do certain changes with pumps or this and that, the levels, the water levels how fast
they're being recharged. People know on Lanai, so my thing is.. .you cannot fool the whole
community. And I had this time... I'm not sure about this conservation. Palawai...I haven't seen
the amount of resources put to maintain this water system. So, Mr. Chairman, I don't know how
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you can...we can verify whether or not there's this water or not. Because at the same time when
this application came through, Hawaiian Homes, Lanai was moving forward, the school was
moving forward, Department of Education and our own Department of Housing and Human
Concerns, we were all told there's not enough water for our projects. So how come
this.. .enough water for this project?
CHAIR CARROLL: Your concerns are valid and noted.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So if all of a sudden we can find water for this...where's the water
for our projects? Or are they going to drill a well like they telling us to drill our well for our
project?
CHAIR CARROLL: And Mr. Hokama, I do have somebody from the Water Depaili.ent if you'd like
them.. .to ask them any questions.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: If they can speak because their Director has continually told us they
cannot speak on Lanai. So if they can speak, I'm happy to listen to them. Can they speak, the
Water Department today?
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Identify yourself with the microphone, please.
MS. POGUE: Hi, my name is Pam Pogue and I'm the Division Chief for Water Resources & Planning
for Department of Water.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So can you help us get a handle on whether or not there's enough
water for this project or not?
MS. POGUE: I can do my best. I do have something, Chair, that Director Taylor wanted me to pass
out. It's a memo clarifying our regulatory authority or rather our lack thereof. Sort of...thanks,
Gina. But nonetheless, Mr. Hokama, yeah, I'll be happy to.. .what I'm speaking from is Lanai
Water Use Development Plan. And in the Lanai Water Use Development Plan under the demand
analysis which looks at actual meter consumption. I mean your questions are completely makes
sense and obviously very important. This particular area uses most of the water out of Well
number four. And if you look at the actual consumption and you compare that to what's the
Commission on Water Resources Management has done in terms of what might be a projected
demand. The actual consumption is about 39,000-40,000 gallons per day or .39 million gallons
per day, rather. What they're saying though and what they agreed upon and you've got the
communication in front of you is that for a 20 acre site they've agreed upon a 120,000 acres per
day... I'm sorry 120,000 gallons per day, which comes down to about 6,000 gallons per day per
acre. And those are basically standards that the Commission on Water Resources Management
puts out. So if you compare what the projected demand is and what they're saying are the
standards versus what the actual consumption is, my answer would be looking at the Water Use
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Development Plan and interpreting it, which our Department did right...the answer would be
yes. It would be...it falls under the allocation that CWRM set, that Commission on Water
Resources Management set for this parcel.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Have you folks been looking at the monthly pumpage reports? And
see if it correlates and supports that position?
MS. POGUE: Honestly, no. Because it's not within our water system. I mean do I on a personal note
look at it, sure I do. Because I mean -COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: You're right.
MS. POGUE: -- just personally I'm interested in that, but...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Well, you know...I mean.. .allocation tables and actual.. .status of
the wells and the system to me it's two different things An allocation document like our Water
Use Development Plan gives us a direction, tells us where we're to go, tells us how much we
want to put into whatever categories, and if there are shortages, where we're going to prioritize
and what is going to have to give up some of its water for the other category. So I understand the
Water Use Development Plan's role...I'm just not too sure about how it can ensure that there's
enough water for this and yet I'm biased. I want make sure that our housing project goes
forward. I want to make sure the school goes forward for its improvements for our whole
island's educational system. Okay. So for us to be told, no water for us but enough water for
this, I got problems. Especially if this supposed to be a entity that provides for the whole island.
I don't care if you private, once you do take that response.. .you are a... serving a public purpose
now. And government is going to make sure that the public purpose is protected and the health
and safety of our people on Lanai is never jeopardized. And so I come from that perspective, I
don't care if it's private.
MS. POGUE: No, I understand.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, since our gentle woman is here from Water Department
I'm happy to at this time give up the floor.. .maybe other Members that may have water
questions for our resource person. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you. Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, I don't have a water question but I do have a comment.
CHAIR CARROLL: Proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I do have to say this, my name has been mentioned as the former Chair
of the Land Use Committee. And I did take the Committee at that time to Lanai to do a site visit
to take a look at this. And at that time a lot folks from Lanai came out to testify, and when we
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travel like that we always have this problem of time.. .not enough time. And so when we were
there, to the best of my recollection and I don't see the minutes of it, but I did remember that it
was very much... our intent to return to Lanai to further discuss this with the community. And I
don't believe that's been done. So I just wanted to put that out there, because I don't want the
people on Lanai to think that we went and we told them that and we didn't remember. I'm sorry
but I do remember and we did clearly tell them that we were concerned that we didn't have
enough time to talk to them and that we would return. And I know some of the Members might
remember 'cause they were there with me. I think Mr. Hokama has alluded to it already. I just
wanted to mention that.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, I just want to thank Ms. Baisa 'cause she was very
responsible in responding to the community's concerns and our request. So I want to thank her
for that. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any questions for Water while we have them over here? Before we proceed with
anything else. Seeing none, thank you very much for coming down. We appreciate it.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And thank you for reading those monthly reports. I appreciate that.
MS. POGUE: ... (laughter)... Don't tell anybody.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Because it's crunching numbers.
CHAIR CARROLL: Members, before we open the floor for further discussion, we had noticed...I had
noticed going over conditions, several things. I'm not going to be asking for motions to change
the conditions in number 10. But what concerned me was adding the phrase "upgraded before
replaced" and to insert a phrase in sections where necessary after the word "replaced" concerning
that 10 inch line. And if we have a site inspection over there you'll have a chance to observe
that. And in the Ramseyered version that 10 inch water line serving Palawai Basin water system
shall be upgraded or replaced in sections where necessary. Because that whole line does not
need to be replaced, that would just be a waste of everybody's resources. And I plan to ask for
motions for those changes but not today. I plan to do that when we have a meeting where we
will be making decision making. Alright, we shall proceed with... anything else? Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair. I do remember the meeting on Lana'i and I think there's
enough discussion here that I would really like to see if anything we return to Lanai. Put it out
there, get clarification of some of these issues that the Planning Commission brought forward.
Maybe there are capricious and arbitrary. But the point is they did bring it forward and I
think.. .we got to blame ourselves to a point when we go and say "we gotta come back", that has
been one of our biggest challenges with the out.. .the outlying districts is the timeframes. We go
there, we gotta have and a lot times in the past we tried to have two meetings so that we can
justify the cost. 'Cause the cost is extremely high but the point is we still there and we have to
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do it and we gotta give them the time to finish. So I go back to Planning and say, Planning, let's
not be leaving early and I understand timeframes and all that. But if the meeting is still going on
and things are going, either you start the meeting earlier and/or you stay until it's finished. If you
gotta stay hotel, you gotta whatever, you do whatever needs to be done. And if you can justify it,
the Council never, never snaps at it. If you can't then that's another story. And then the other
point is, we want to make sure that this is done right so that they can move on with what they
want to do. As far as meetings I don't know, Mr. Hokama about meetings, I've heard there're a
lot of people on Lanai right now that are waiting with what I call optimistic skepti...
CHAIR CARROLL: Skepticism.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You know what I'm trying.. .yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: You all know what I'm trying to say there. I try to put those
words together and that wasn't easy. Being Portuguese is not easy sometimes. But they're
optimistic but they're skeptical, that's what I wanted to say. Okay. Thanks, yeah. Tried my best
to put it all together. But that's what it is on Lanai right now. They're very optimistic but they're
skeptical because of what has happened in the past. And I can't blame them. Aren't we all
skeptics to a point no matter what we do, no matter what promises is made? That we're still
like.. .okay, yeah, where is the end of the cliff and where do I fall off? Right. So my suggestion
is and it's up to you, Mr. Chair, I would like to have another meeting on Lanai and I'd like to do
it this term. But I don't know that's really asking for a lot. Oh look, Chair Mateo just gave me
the eye. Never mind. sorry 'eh...sorry...sorry.
CHAIR CARROLL: The Chair will give his recommendation after we have the discussion.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, well I give you my, my mana'o and I'll stop here and say
thank you very much.
CHAIR CARROLL: It is appreciated. But I
recommendation. Mr. Pontanilla.

want to have the discussion before I make my

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. If we decide to go to Lanai, I would really want to
go this year because Member Mateo and I had been on that site visit. And if you go beyond this
year then you going be receiving additional new members and some of 'em... some of us here
today weren't at that site visit. So you may have four, five new members. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Any further discussion...Mr. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank you. I guess for Ms Flammer with the Department
when you indicated that the Lanai Commission did not complete review of the conditions. Can
you tell me whereabouts they were when the discussions stopped?
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MS. FLAMMER: If you would hold on a minute, I'll take a look. They were not going in order, they
were kind of bouncing around discussing them, group by topic area. But if you give me one
minute I can pull up those minutes.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. And then, while you're looking for the minutes. Maybe to
Corporation Counsel, maybe if you can...you can just help me because during the Commission
there should have been legal counsel there providing directive and advise to them. So I'm a little
concerned that the very first item with your concern at this point really wasn't addressed by
Counsel who was there to provide legal advice to this commission.
MR. GIROUX: Chair.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Mr. Giroux.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Giroux.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Corporation Counsel.
CHAIR CARROLL: Oh...yes. Mr. Giroux.
MR. GIROUX: We'll just take that as a comment. I think we've run into this issue before with the
commissions. Is that when the community is trying to put forward their ideas and they're trying
to put forward their concerns, we've often decided rather than get into a brawl over the legalities
is to listen to it...to bring it back to the office to really do the research to find out whether or not
it's going to...if it's on the borderline then we need to do the research and...our job isn't there to
be telling them yes and no. Our job is to be okay if we have the framework at that time to let
them know this condition might not fly. We can work on different language, we can throw things
out. But a lot of times it's.. .these things come at us with different angles and so we, our gut
reaction shouldn't just be to say "no".
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah. No. But we're not talking about a "yes" and "no" response, we
talking about authority. We talking about crossing bounds between what would be State and
County regulatory concerns. So it's not "yes" and "no", we talking about more in depth items
that I think Corp Counsel should have been able to catch while the discussion is ensuing.
Because at this point the Commission hadn't completed your work and to me when we go
through conditions, that really becomes indicative of whether or not we support
applicant...applicants or not. So to me the Commission had not completed their due diligence,
so I'm surprised that it's been...it's here without that particular to me first step of the process.
So my two cents worth for whatever. . .it's Halloween, I can't. Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, Ms. Flammer.
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CHAIR CARROLL: Yes, Ms. Flammer. Proceed.
MS. FLAMMER: Okay. I can respond to your earlier question. It looks like they got through the first
two conditions. They did discuss the offer...the offer is actually the language that's in the
community plan...sold is the language that's in the community plan. It originally started as offer
when we the Department wrote the conditions and it was changed at that meeting to sold to
match what's in the community plan. There was a little bit of discussion about that. This was
the time, just to defend the Department a bit. We have a pilot that has regulations about how
long they can fly and when they need to leave. And this particular meeting happened to happen
right after the two pilots had fallen asleep traveling to the Big Island. So the pilot was actually
calling our Director on the phone saying you need to be here or you're not...I'm leaving without
you. So that is what happened at the meeting though I do appreciate your comments about
scheduling it a little bit different.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: And that...I'm sorry, Ms. Flammer, so the condition...
MS. FLAMMER: Condition one and two were discussed by the Lanai Planning Commission.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: One and two? And that's as far as...
MS. FLAMMER: Well they had discussed...I mean the conditions came in with the staff report in
January so they had gone over the conditions not in a thorough manner. One by one like you do
sometimes when you're giving final approval or final recommendation to a project. They had
discussed different parts of the different conditions at the first meetings. And then that did
generate questions. So the Department was asked to bring back certain information at the
subsequent meetings. But that night they had only been able to thoroughly discuss the first or
discuss it any length the first two.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, if the Members who have no objections for this, maybe if
either Mr. Masuda or Mr. Hirano could come and respond to some questions, please. I have a
couple off the early presentation. So if it's Mr. Hirano, then if...
CHAIR CARROLL: You'd like to call him down now?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Yes, with no objections from the Members.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any objections?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
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CHAIR CARROLL: Mr. Masuda please come to the microphone and identify yourself at the
microphone.
MR. HIRANO: Good afternoon, Chair Carroll. My name is Mich Hirano with Munekiyo & Hiraga.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Mr. Hirano, thank you for being here. Yeah, thank you for coming
back to the podium. And... smile because a lot of people on Lanai watching you today.
MR. HIRANO: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: One of the things that you mentioned on Page 10 of your PowerPoint
presentation to us this afternoon, was regarding existing conditional zoning that number 1, 50
percent of the lands on M-2 shall be offered in fee and then you have a side bullet that states
"opportunity for Lanai residents to purchase Heavy Industrial zoned property". Which I
appreciate very, very much. So you've heard Mr. Giroux speak earlier about some of his
Departmental concerns, but from this presentation, I would.. .I'm reading this as that applicant
has no issues with this condition.
MR. HIRANO: The intent of the applicant is to offer those properties for sale. They've always
mentioned it and that is the intent and commitment that the applicant made that the properties
will be offered in fee simple. The new condition is that they will be sold in fee simple. And I
think the applicant has every intent to do that.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Any concerns about the caveat that Lanai residents would at least
have maybe the first option and if exhausted, do we go to a non-Lanai island request or offers for
purchase? Is that.. .would that be a good understanding of the Committee, Mr. Hirano?
MR. HIRANO: The.. .as is in that table there are other non.. .1 guess Lanai residents or individuals that
have expressed some interest as I understand it in the property that being Hawaiian Telcom and
possibly The Gas Company. So those are not for the Lanai individuals, but if the Lanai
individuals come forward to purchase it, I think that, that would be welcomed by the company
and the applicant.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And with the Hawaiian Tel component, the gas component they
already own property. Yeah.
MR. HIRANO: Yes. Within ..
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Within the community...within the city parameters.
MR. HIRANO: Yes, as I understand it.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So this is additional purchases in the industrial area, or are they
being asked to give up their city property to go into the industrial area?
MR. HIRANO: Councilmember Hokama, I'm not aware of the details of their interest in the property
and their disposal and whether they would keep or sell the existing properties.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I mean I see merit in this application. Okay.
MR. HIRANO: Thank you. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKA1VIA: I'm going to be honest. I see some defmite opportunities for
Lanaians. I see opportunity for additional land ownership on Lanai. But I've.. .our family has
always taken the position that our residents have waited through many -MR. HIRANO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: -- difficulties, many transitions, this is our fourth ownership...my
fourth ownership in my lifetime. Whereby...with development and benefits and advantages, it
has always been our position...my position that the Lanaians who have sacrificed and waited and
paid their dues get the first opportunity to benefit from the advantages of future development.
Not somebody who wasn't there and never went through what we had to go through to make it to
this point. And so if that's with Lanai Resorts is willing to support, I think that would be a major
step forward in community relations. So...
MR. HIRANO: I think that was, Councilmember Hokama, I think that was made clear to the company
during the reviews and the community when the Planning Commission held public hearings.
And I think the Council or the Planning Commission also was supportive in principle of the
application. Because it provided opportunity, everyone saw that and I think that, that was the
intent of the applicant as well.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. So let me ask you couple more.. .may I refer to the next page,
please, Mr. Hirano, Page 11.
MR. HIRANO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Here you talk about 20 acres, yeah.
MR. HIRANO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Instead of the six, so and again...
MR. HIRANO: This is the land table breakdown?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Right. Yeah.
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MR. HIRANO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Yeah. Yes. So I understand what you're trying do.. .because they're
abutting properties and together they come up to close to the 20 acres. So at this time none of
the existing.. .let's round it off, 14 acres has been sold to anyone?
MR. HIRANO: No. It hasn't. It hasn't been subdivided yet. And the applicant wants to subdivide the
20 acre parcel from the larger parcel. And then subdivide that in half and offer or sell the 10
acres in fee simple and relocate the uses that are identified on the table from the town to the
industrial area.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: The 14 acres is a separate TMK currently?
MR. HIRANO: It is still part of parcel one which is the larger parcel.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: ...Seventy thousand acres parcel.
MR. HIRANO: Yes. That is correct. Yes. That hasn't been finally subdivided.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: How do we give zoning on a portion of a parcel?
MR. HIRANO: Through the metes and bounds description.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: That's through metes and bounds?
MR. HIRANO: Yes. Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And so...
MR. HIRANO: When there's a plat, there's a...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So there's no final subdivision approval?
MR. HIRANO: It.. .preliminary subdivision I believe they're going through the final...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: There's only preliminary.
MR. HIRANO: Preliminary. Yes. I think the improvements have to be done, the work...everything has
to be completed. The conditions of the preliminary subdivision approval have to be met.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. So the intent if we give this approval.. .you're going to
subdivide.. .actually subdivide out the whole 20 acres into one parcel.
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MR. HIRANO: Parcel.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And then from there subdivide out individual lots of that subdivided
lot.
MR. HIRANO: The...yes...the intent would be to subdivide two.. .well one 10 acre parcel and smaller
parcels of the remaining 10 acres.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. So the.. .portion on the feet is just going to be three lots, one
two-acre lot and two four-acre lots.
MR. HIRANO: No. The minimum lot size, I believe is 10,000 square feet and they would see what the
demand is and how that could be subdivided. So that...is not necessarily how the fee simple lots
would be subdivided into the two, two and four. Does that...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. And with DOT Airports, State Airports saying that this
portions of this project area is within the airport district per say?
MR. HIRANO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Is there any concerns regarding the permitted uses in this area?
From either safety standpoint or...
MR. HIRANO: Is that in reference to...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: The aircraft safety zones, whether it be the approach zones or the
extended landing zone areas or...
MR. HIRANO: They didn't comment on the application and I'm not aware of the concerns that Lanai
Airport would have. Are they FAA?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So with this Heavy Industrial, there's a potential for higher and
heavier load electrical poles. And that's I think one of the commissions was asking for some
undergrounding utilities. Is that something you're adverse to?
MR. HIRANO: I think I maybe should ask Mr. Masuda.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay.
MR. HIRANO: On the...the company has always maintained that they would build the and build out
the industrial subdivision to standards.. .County standards.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And again, for you, gentlemen...Kona wind they're going to come in
from mauka side and so Mild Road is just before touchdown. And so.. .that's why I bring up the
utility pole issues and what not.
MR. MASUDA: It's been the claim of Department of Highways that the Airport property crosses Miki
Road but on the Land Court map it doesn't show it as that. Airport property does not cross Mild
Road but in discussions with the company when Mr. Korman, he was president, the company
said that if there is a need to relocate Mild Road we will do it. It would be all underground
because the subdivision ordinance.
CO'UNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So the relocation of the road would be agreed to be paid by...well,
the new utility I think is Lanai Resorts. So Lanai Resorts would relocate the road?
MR. MASUDA: It would be, it would be our...our...yeah, we would do the realignment and paving the
road because it's a private road right now.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Right. Okay. Okay. And then maybe since you pulled that.. .1
remember picking pineapple in this area. I remember a lot of the Dole chemicals that were
stored in the area. Has all of your soil testing been completed?
MR. MASUDA: We've done the environmental phase one work already. That's been complete.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. And we have no issues regarding residuals?
MR. MASUDA: No issues. No we cleaned up whatever was found out there.. .the empty tanks, the
barrels of oil and stuff, that was all taken away.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. We had a comment from State Hazard Mitigation Office and
they...one of the comments I believe the Director there called the Miki area right now a missile
yard. That was the phrase yard she used "missile yard". Okay, so the natural disasters, what
they found onsite could be potentially very hazardous and detrimental to health and safety.
MR. MASUDA: Well we would have to work with the Federal government on that and the State
government, Civil Defense on that. Exactly what they mean we're not sure.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. I hope you folks got a copy of that communication from the
State Hazard Mitigation.
MR. MASUDA: Yeah, we did. We do.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: 'Cause they talk about pretty much the whole island situation -MR. MASUDA: Yeah.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: -- in case of a disaster or emergency responding. The other one I
wanted to ask you since I have both of you is that... is this mostly just the flat area or is this the
slope area too on the side of Miki and then the Manele side? And I talking more about the fee
area because I know the company got the good area, the nice flat area.
MR. MASUDA: Well you get the slope where the road goes up.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Right.
MR. MASUDA: It drops off but that part we haven't even done the engineering yet to decide how
we're going to cut that piece out. We haven't done the 20 acres subdivision yet. So based on
subdivision improvements and stuff we gotta take care of drainage and all of that. And that will
come into play when we decide what the layout is going to be for the subdivision.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. What I wanted to ask you gentlemen about too is
that...entities in the community have received 30 day notice letters of termination to get out of
the old Dole labor yard area. So is the intent to relocate those business and entrepreneurs into
this heavy industrial area in the future?
MR. MASUDA: The seven acre.. .the Country Town Business area?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Yeah. Because I have been getting calls...
MR. MASUDA: That has a...that has a condition that we have to sell 50 percent upon development,
also.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: The reason I'm asking that is because I'm getting all the calls is that
why the company pushing the zoning now is because.. .people getting eviction notices... 30 day
notices to vacate like Sanchez Equipment you got Riki Sanchez's Plumbing entity, got some
others in the old Dole turnout labor yard area. They told our culture and arts that they have to
take away the old historic fire trucks out of the facility, so I'm wondering is the intent for all
these people to move to this new industrial site eventually or...
MR. MASUDA: That I don't know. It's up to them...I mean whether or not they can purchase a lot or
not. I don't know if the company would move them down there on their own but where they are
now I think is in the Ilima Storage area. I'm not sure what's going to happen over there.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. You know, Mr. Masuda, I hope you can understand my ...and
that is why my earlier comment, Chairman, and again, it's not Mr. Masuda's level but we haven't
had a lot of communication. There's things happening and people are wondering why and where
are we going, because like I say.. .people and individuals and businesses on the island have been
receiving notices of terminating their current site of usage. And we all wondering where are we
going to go and we're not having communications about what is the direction of Lanai for almost
half a year. I'm not going to read in MSNBC what this person thinks we should be and I'm no
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lab rat where.. .going to talk to the media and we think we on Lanai just going to roll over and be
open to all this kind of things. Chairman, thank you, I appreciate the gentlemen's response. If
there are other Members who have questions for Mr. Hirano, Mr. Masuda, I would appreciate
that, thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Does anyone else have any questions for them while I
have them up at the podium? If not, thank you very much.
MR. MASUDA: Thank you very much.
CHAIR CARROLL: Any further discussion before the Chair gives his recommendations?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Recommendations.
CHAIR CARROLL: Members, I am proposing that we have the next meeting on Lanai. It will be a site
inspection and it will be a decision making meeting. We will make the decision over there. I
will work with the Council Chair, the Members, the applicant and the departments to coordinate
this and get everyone over there. Even those that went before I encourage you to go because it
will be decision making. And after this understanding, if there is no objection, we will defer this
item.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objection.
CHAIR CARROLL: This item is now deferred, we will contact the Members in due course. Thank you
all for attending today and please have a very Happy Halloween and be careful out there.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, watch for the keiki right. Gotta watch for the keiki tonight,
please, everybody.
CHAIR CARROLL: It's the one we need to be careful for and don't run on over any black cats.
Hearing nothing else we have concluded the business for today. This Land Use Committee
meeting stands adjourned. ...(gavel)...
ACTION: DEFER.
ADJOURN: 3:03 p.m.
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